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St. Lucia – Oct. 16th – 23rd, 2021  

Trip overview 
Join Tim and Sharon Corcoran on a trip to a truly unique location. See what Caribbean 
hotels were like when morning exercise was a walk on the beach and when you sat 
watching the sunset instead of cable TV. You can still find that Classic Caribbean at Anse 
Chastanet Resort on the quiet southwestern coast of St Lucia where two magical peaks, the Pitons, leap 
from the sea and the mountains are covered with luminous greenery. Architect owner Nick Troubetzkoy 
believes passionately in nature. So, he created a hotel that makes the foliage and the flowers, the perfumes 
and the peaks, the sea and the bird song an integral part of your vacation experience. The estate 
encompasses 600 lush tropical acres bordering two soft sand beaches. Not only do you get a World Heritage 
Site anchored by the twin peaks on land, the resort's two crystal-clear bays are part of a designated marine 
reserve protecting miles of colorful coral reefs teeming with tropical fish. This is an excellent location for 
non-divers and divers alike with plenty of topside activities and a 
beautiful beach for just relaxing. 

We have timed this trip to coincide with the moon cycle which may provide the 
opportunity to view a bio luminescence light show on a night dive. This is 
something which few divers have experienced. 

Cost 
$3,100 Superior room per diver based on double occupancy (single supplement adds $980)  
$3,555 Beach room deluxe per diver based on double occupancy (single supplement adds $1435) 
$3,265 Beach room deluxe non-diver based on 
double occupancy 

What’s included? 
 Shared Adventure Tours Guides  
 Seven nights’ accommodations 
 12 boat dives plus 2-night dives (6 days of 2 tank 

morning dives) 
 Guided Shore diving 
 Breakfast, lunch and dinner 
 Nonalcoholic drinks 
 Airport transfers 
 Assistance with all travel arrangements 
 All hotel taxes and service charges 
 Pre and post trip[ parties 

What’s not included? 
 Airfare 
 Nitrox is $125 for the week 
 Gratuities to dive shop 
 Meals while in transit 

SPECIAL GIVEAWAY! 
 
Once 18 people have signed up for this trip all 
will be entered in a drawing for $500 travel 

voucher for a future trip! To be drawn on the 
trip. 

 
Sign up by Sept. 1, 2020 and receive 3 entries 
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Payment Requirements – All deposits and payments 
are nonrefundable must be cash or check 
 

 $800 deposit 
 50% of balance – April 1, 2021 
 Remaining balance – July 1, 2021 

 We highly recommend Travel Insurance to protect your 
investment. Check out https://www.insuremytrip.com for options. 

Trip Requirements 
 All divers must be certified and have dive insurance such as DAN (Divers Alert Network) 
 Divers must review our information regarding diving with Shared Adventure Tours.  

What you need to know before diving with us 
 

 You must be in good health. If you have a condition which could require you to answer "yes" to 
any of the questions on the health form, you will need a Doctor's sign off. Medical Form 

 Your gear must be serviced before you leave. Take your gear to a reputable shop to ensure it is in 
proper working condition. We cannot guarantee the resort will have the ability to service your 
gear if a problem is encountered. 

 We strongly recommend that you understand how your dive computer operates. While we can 
help with many, we are not familiar with all. Make sure you bring the instruction manual. 

 Refresh your skills - If it has been a while since you have been in the water, schedule a Scuba 
Review with a dive shop.  

 Understand the type of diving we will be doing -  Most of our trips are for all levels of diver, but 
some will require more experience and training. We do our best to provide that information in our 
travel information session. If in doubt whether a trip is appropriate, please ask and we can review 
with you. 

 Dive within your limitations - Some of the dives on the trip could be out of your comfort level. 
Never hesitate to let us and the divemasters know if you are not comfortable.  

 We require that you abide by the PADI Safe Diving Practices which we will review with you - 
Safety is our number one priority when diving. We enforce the PADI Safe Diving Practices. 

 We enforce buddy diving - All divers must have a buddy and abide by buddy diving rules. 
Traveling single? No problem. Let us know if you need a buddy and we will make sure you have 
one.  

 
 
 
 

 
Risks, Liabilities and Assumption of Risk 

 There are risks associated with all travel and adventure activities. It is imperative that participants understand the risks  associated with travel, 
the locations we will be visiting and the activities we will be participating in. We will do our best to explain these risks and will be requiring 

participants to sign liability releases including the Shared Adventure Tours Release of Liability.  


